
Join us for a two-day conference for the opportunity to connect with your peers, learn more about 
trending topics, receive hands-on experience with Marquis solutions and gain the strategic insights 
needed to acquire, strengthen and deepen relationships.
Conference begins on Monday, September 19 at 8AM and the day will end with an entertaining and 
unforgettable Welcome Reception. Day two of Conference will begin at 8AM with Conference ending  
at 3:30PM. 

SESSION OVERVIEWS – Monday, September 19
9:00-9:30AM Opening Remarks with Marquis’ CEO, Susan R. Faulkner

9:30-10:30AM Keynote Session with Brian Himstedt, Vice President – Technology & Business 
Analytics, Kansas City Royals        

10:45-11:30AM Conversational Analytics – How to Elevate Marketing (and you) Across  
the Organization. 
This session will officially launch Marquis’ Conversational Analytics Platform. This new way of interacting 
with your data will make understanding the information within ExecuTrax easy, actionable, and shareable 
across the organization. In addition, attendees will preview six new analytical tools and learn how to use 
them to elevate marketing. This preview will include the introduction of interactive tools for segmentation, 
product adoption and attrition, demographics, branch performance, and an executive action report. 

11:45-12:30PM Psychographic Analysis 
STAGE is an analysis of the prominent life stage groups within your base using the P$YCLE codes provided 
by Claritas. Designed to make your campaign planning more efficient, STAGE will provide insight into 
which groups are most prominent within your base and what products are most applicable for cross-
sales. Additionally, you’ll explore product seasonality which indicates the best time to solicit specific 
groups for certain products and what to expect to justify an ROI.

1:30-2:15PM Attrition Analysis 
CHURN focuses on lost households and their impact on the growth of your organization. With this 
analysis, you’ll better understand which households and products are churning and be able to quantify 
the risk for future churn. The research includes benchmark comparisons, household profiles, and risk 
strategies to help minimize defection.

2:30-3:15PM CRM Implementation and Adoption 
Join our panel of clients who will discuss lessons learned when they implemented CRM company-wide.

3:30-4:15PM Client Quick Fire 
Join us as our clients share their success stories. Topics will range from analytics to marketing strategy. 
The Quick Fire session is one of our most enjoyed sessions.

4:15-6:15PM Learning Lab Training by Appointment Only

6:30-8:30PM Welcome Reception
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8:30-9:00AM Marquis Next: 2023 and Beyond 
Creating and delivering easy-to-use, market-leading solutions by listening to clients’ needs.

9:15-10:00AM Demographic Analysis 
FRAME is an in-depth study of household-level demographics and psychographics. Additionally, this 
module explores the “off-the-shelf” predictive models and includes an analysis of your household base 
using generational segmentation. Finally, profiles and product potential are determined to streamline 
targeting efforts using appended demographics.

10:15-11:00AM Product Adoption Analysis 
STICK explores the potential and performance of your product portfolios and household relationships. 
Analyzed are the product mixes, balances, activity, and potential of households at critical stages (first 90 
days, 90-180 days, 180+ days) to optimize engagement and facilitate cross-sales.

11:15-12:00PM Market Area Analysis 
MAP provides a discovery of each branch’s demographic, psychographic, and financial behavior. This 
view of your market is within a five-minute drive of each branch. Use this analysis to understand your 
potential customer and tailor your product messages to the characteristics of each hyper-local market. 

12:45-1:30PM Your Executive Action 
ACT is a review intended to provide you with a first-hand glimpse of the opportunity in your data. The 
analysis provides an overview of household profiles, balances, and products, which sets your team up for 
further discussions with your Marquis Strategist on strategy and campaign development/execution.

1:45-2:30PM Three Experience Strategies to Drive Increased Revenue 
Fortune 1000 companies focused on Customer Experience are now generating five times more revenue 
than competitors. Yet, only a fraction of financial institutions are pursuing similar experience initiatives, 
which are now more critical than ever in the digital era. Based on work with 120 financial institutions, 
CUSG will share Three Experience Strategies to (1) build referrals, (2) increase engagement, and  
(3) improve the digital experience. Plus, you won’t want to make a move until you learn our #1 secret  
to creating a practical experience strategy for your company. BONUS content: Get a sneak peek into  
how CUSG and Marquis integrate data to demonstrate how engagement and participation drive  
product adoption.

2:45-3:15PM Partnership with Digital Onboarding – Driving Account Activation and Relationship 
Management 
Understanding the challenges you face in managing your customer/
member base and how the partnership provides increased value. A review 
of how to maximize account utilization, cross-sell, educate, and manage 
digital banking upgrades and M&A migrations.   

3:15-3:30PM Closing Session with Marquis’ CEO, Susan R. Faulkner

SESSION OVERVIEWS – Tuesday, September 20


